Refer to the luminaire's user's manual for more information. Do not Luminaire, VL3515 Spot Luminaire, VL3500 Wash Luminaire, and VL3500 Wash FX.


SOURCE: HTI 1200W 6000K Vari-Lite VL3500 Wash. SOURCE: HTI 1500W OPERATION: POLE or MANUAL. ACCESSORIES:

Vari Lite Vl3500 Spot Manual
Read/Download
Cabeza Movil Spot de 1200 Watts en Perfecto Estado y Listas para su Funcionamiento. Varilite VL3000 Spot with dual case, includes hanging bracket. Vari*Lite is one of the world's leading manufacturers of moving lights.

4th ARRI Fresnels are available in both manual and pole-operated versions. The only reason those are there are for some Fixture OEMs (not Vari-Lite). Though the xenon lamp manual and troubleshooting in general can use more work.

KIT 2 x ROBE DT3000, Vari-Lite VL2500 Spot, Vari-Lite VL3500 Wash FX, VARI LITE VL2416. KIT 2 x ROBE DT3000 · Vari-Lite VL2500 Spot · Vari-Lite VL3500.